Endoscopic fasciotomy in chronic exertional compartment syndrome of the forearm caused by heavy manual work – case report

Abstract

Chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS) of the forearm is a rare condition causing pain, tenderness, swelling, paraesthesia and muscle weakness. It is caused by a critical augmentation of the extracellular pressure of the forearm compartments induced by intensive sport or heavy manual work. This case report describes a 33-year-old demolition worker who presented with chronic exertional compartment syndrome of both forearms induced by severe physical work. The exclusion diagnosis was made based on clinical and electro-physiological examinations. The patient was treated using a minimal-invasive one portal endoscopic fasciotomy. He resumed to full work duties with no recurrence of symptoms during strain caused by heavy lifting and carrying. In conclusion, endoscopic forearm fascial release is a safe, efficient and minimally invasive technique that avoids the disadvantages associated with open decompression in cases of CECS and facilitates an early resumption of work.
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Zusammenfassung


Zusammenfassend ist die endoskopische Faszienspaltung eine sichere, effiziente und minimal-invasive Therapie bei belastungsinduziertem Kompartmentsyndrom, verbunden mit der Möglichkeit einer frühzeitigen Wiederaufnahme der Arbeitstätigkeit auch in manuell belastenden Berufen.
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Introduction

Chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS) is characterized by pain, paraesthesia and functional impairment induced by intensive sport or heavy work [1], [2]. The underlying pathomechanism is an increased intramuscular pressure, which decreases muscle perfusion and causes muscle exhaustion and ischemic pain [3]. Symptoms decrease when the trigger is stopped. It has been treated traditionally by open fasciotomy, which required a lengthy operation and a long rehabilitation period before regular activity could be resumed. Therefore, various less invasive techniques have been developed to reduce incision size, morbidity and recovery time.

The purpose of this study was to present a new technique for endoscopic-assisted fasciotomy of the forearm using a single mini-incision to provide full endoscopic visualization unlike “mini-open” techniques and employing only standard equipment used in endoscopic cubital tunnel surgery.

Case report

A 33-year-old right hand-dominant demolition worker presented with symptoms of trigger finger in thumb and little finger of the right hand, bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome and labour-induced tenderness and pain in both forearms, recurrent finger swelling and loss of grip strength. His medical history was unremarkable except for a juvenile-onset insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (HbA1C 7.9%). Forearm pain persisted despite operative release of both carpal tunnels and trigger finger surgery followed by intensive ergotherapy. The patient was unable to continue working due to the incapacitating intensity of his pain.

CECS of the forearm was suspected as the origin of the symptoms after further electro-physiological and clinical examination excluded other causes, such as cervical spinal stenosis and thoracic outlet syndrome.

Endoscopic fasciotomy on both forearms was finally performed 9 months after the first consultation. Intraoperative findings demonstrated a very rigid forearm fascia, especially in the distal third of both forearms, yet no other pathologies.

Surgical technique

The endoscopic set commonly used for cubital tunnel surgery was composed of a small tissue retractor, an endoscopic device that includes optic and light source, blunt dissectors, forceps, different length scissors to cut the fascia, and a bipolar scalp (Fa. Richard Wolf, Knittlingen, Germany).

The patient was placed supine with both arms abducted at 90° on surgical tables. The bilateral procedure was performed under general anaesthesia, using a tourniquet on both upper arms inflated to 280 mmHg pressure.

For fasciotomy, a longitudinal incision of approximately 4 cm length was made on the palmar aspect of the middle third of both forearms. After subcutaneous dissection, keeping the flexor carpi radialis muscle lateral to the surgical approach, the fascia of the superficial flexor compartment was identified. Using the blunt dissector, the subcutaneous layer was divided from the underlying fascia. The fascia was then incised with scissors parallel to the landmark lines: the flexor carpi radialis and the palmaris longus muscles were kept lateral to the deep incision while the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle was kept medial to this incision.

Using the same instruments the fascia was then opened proximally, starting from the entry portal proceeding toward the medial epicondyle.

The procedure was performed under visual control by the camera at all times. Bulging of muscular fibers could be observed once the fascial tension was lost and muscular fibers appeared once it was completely dissected (Figure 1). Endoscopic control of any bleeding site was performed and the skin incision was closed by subcuticular continuous suture without drains. A sterile dressing was then placed around each forearm to finish the procedure.

Results

The postoperative course was uneventful, no wound-related complications or clinical signs of injury of either the lateral or medial antebrachial cutaneous nerves were noted (Figure 2). The patient resumed full work duties 4 weeks postoperatively. One year after surgery, he reported complete resolution of forearm pain and paraesthesia and no limitations or pain in his daily routine or during work.

He was very satisfied with his painfree performance and therefore refused a neuro-physiological follow-up examination.
Discussion

CECS of the forearm is a rare clinical condition mostly found among people performing specific sports with high exertion of forearm muscles, e.g. motocross-racing, climbing, rowing, field hockey or as in our case, heavy manual labour – usually, both forearms are affected, except for violinists [1], [2], [4]. Several etiologies have been proposed, yet muscular hypertrophy and fascia inflexibility are regarded as the two major factors. Furthermore, chronic myofibril damage due to strenuous physical activity releases protein-bound ions and leads to increased osmotic pressure, consequently decreasing blood flow within the compartment [2], [5].

The superficial flexor compartment containing the pronator teres, palmaris longus, flexor digitorum superficialis, flexor carpi radialis, and flexor carpi ulnaris muscles, is most frequently affected because of the high exertion on these muscles during prolonged sporting and working activity.

Considering this, we only performed a superficial palmar fasciotomy as in the forearm – unlike in the leg – the palmar and dorsal compartment and mobile wad compartment (brachioradialis and radial wrist extensors) are interconnected [6]. Although the most affected muscles are probably the flexor digitorum profundus and flexor pollicis longus (in the deep palmar compartment), our results are in accordance with other studies which confirmed that superficial fasciotomy is adequate to release the entire forearm [7], [8]. Fontes et al. (2003) published a series of endoscopic release of the superficial compartment with good outcome and even measured a lowered intramuscular pressure on the extensor side while only having performed palmar fasciotomy [9].

Even though there are a number of cases described, and an estimated number of unreported cases can be supposed [5], current literature provides no reliable information about incidence, distribution between the genders or predisposing factors [5], [10]. An acknowledged diagnostic algorithm does not exist. Currently, handgrip stress tests may provide the best clinical information on chronic exertional compartment syndrome. Intracompartamental pressure testing has been considered the gold standard to diagnose CECS in the lower leg, yet no consensus exists on the value of these measurements in the forearm [11]. Notably, Schoeffl et al. (2004) reported much lower pressure rates in the deep forearm flexor compartment in rock climbers compared to the known absolute pressure maxima, as well as the muscle relaxation pressures in the tibialis anterior compartment [2]. Jans et al. (2015) concluded from their experience with forearm compartmental pressure measurements in 154 motocross racers mainly one constant: a very painful experience for the patient [11]. Interestingly, Gielen et al. (2009) recommended MRI as a non-invasive and user-friendly alternative for both patient and practitioner to verify the clinical diagnosis of CECS [4].

The only conservative treatment to resolve this condition is to stop the trigger activity. However, this may not be a satisfying option for professional athletes or in heavy manual workers. Therefore, the only therapy in these selected cases is fasciotomy. To reduce the morbidity associated with long skin incisions, mini-open and endoscopic procedure have recently been given preference over a traditional open surgery [5], [9], [10], [12]. In our case, fasciotomy was performed endoscopically, using instruments originally designed for ulnar nerve release. This approach is minimal-invasive, but technically easy and provides full visual control with improved safety compared to open techniques. As reported in the literature, the postoperative results are excellent with a very low complication rate [9], [10], [13].

Conclusion

CECS of the forearm is rare and usually a diagnosis of exclusion, due to missing diagnostic criteria. Treatment of choice is fasciotomy. Endoscopically assisted fascial decompression is a reasonable alternative to open fasciotomy, as it reduces incision size, morbidity and recovery time and provides great safety due to direct visual control employing only surgical standard equipment.
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